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New patients walk through your doors every day, but effectively reaching all of them is impossible.

Blackbaud’s Grateful Patient Solution creates an end-to-end HIPPA-compliant process for 
reviewing your patient files to find high-value prospects. The results can then be used to create 
a unique approach to inpatient rounding visits, donor prospect segmentation, ask amount 
strategies, and fundraising program expansion.  

Grateful Patient Solution
Use Data and Analytics to Increase Your Impact

LEVERAGE BLACKBAUD’S 
EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

Leading the Industry
Since 2014, Blackbaud’s Grateful 
Patient Solution has been 
delivering AI and machine 
learning-derived insights.

Unmatched Data
Blackbaud has the industry’s 
most comprehensive 
philanthropic data set, 
providing more breadth and 
depth than competitors.

End-to-End Solution
Easily combine Grateful Patient 
Solution with Raiser’s Edge 
NXT®, Financial Edge NXT®, 
and ResearchPoint™.

Quickly Identify Prospects 
• Scores and ratings are completed in minutes, not days, and are returned 

within a single file delivery. 

• Screenings can be automated and integrate directly into ResearchPoint 
and can then be uploaded into your donor management system.

• Use the data to devise and quickly implement contact strategies, align 
ask amounts for converting and retaining valuable donors, and inform 
your fundraising projections. 
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact 
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations, 
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.

Screen for Giving Potential and Propensity
Screen potential donors to see historical giving to other charities while 
ranking prospect giving likelihood. View major giving indicators and 
leverage quickview scores to inform and prioritize rounding activities and 
donor prospect segmentation.

Manage Your Constituent Files with Help From 
ResearchPoint Integration
ResearchPoint combines best-in-class prospect management software 
and industry-leading data insights. With direct integration, profiles are 
screened, data housed, and prospect profiles are all managed. Biographical 
information is configurable to contain HIPAA-compliant data allowing you to 
track areas of care and physician history.

Track Patient and Donor Information
Using customizable fields in ResearchPoint, you can track, segment, report 
and drive relevant communications to your donors. To confirm which HIPAA-
compliant information your organization is able to track, check with your 
internal compliance officer.

See the Solution

28%
growth in Inova’s 

average grateful 

patient donation size*

815
new grateful patient 

donors identified*

“It would be 
impossible to 
identify the right 
patients to talk to 
without Blackbaud 
because of the volume 
coming into our 
system every day.”
—Paige Moses, Associate 

Vice President Inova Health 
Foundation

*Data from Total Economic Impact 
Study™ by Forrester® Consulting.
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